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ABSTRACT
Contextual social media is a concept where users can embed media files into physical objects and
the environment. This facilitates sharing text, video and audio related to the physical object in
question. We have studied how the concept could support sharing tacit knowledge between
maintenance personnel in industrial contexts. In our Augmented Reality (AR) based
implementation, target objects are recognized with a smart phone based on the object’s visual
appearance. The visual appearance is further associated with a unique hashtag. This makes it
possible to attach social media messages to that particular object just by including the appropriate
hashtag to that message. When a service technician views the maintenance target with a smart
phone, he can automatically see the attached posts from colleagues globally, or add new posts, for
that particular machine. The hashtag can also connect the messages more widely, e.g. to a certain
type of machine. Initial user feedback has been very encouraging and maintenance professionals
saw that contextual social media could network maintenance technicians in a natural way, and could
even replace separate networking applications that have been challenging to adopt at work places.

INTRODUCTION

Industrial internet and service business have potential for radical improvements in industrial field
maintenance services regarding service quality, work satisfaction, productivity and risk reduction.
In the Finnish national DIMECC S-STEP program we have developed Augmented Reality based
concepts of knowledge sharing solutions for mobile field service personnel. A particular goal of the
project has been to develop fluent methods for gathering and sharing tacit knowledge during the
maintenance work. Tacit or implicit knowledge, not easily accessible in any stored format but just
in the workers’ experience, is often counted to be more than 80% of all information available.

Organisations are increasingly adopting social media technologies to enable personnel to interact
and share knowledge. Denyer et al. (2011) point out that mere installation is not enough: success in
adoption and effectiveness in full exploitation will be dependent on reconfiguration and redesign of
the whole socio-technical and managerial system, coupled with a heightened sensitivity in
implementation. Huang et al. (2013) found that at its best social media can add multivocality,
increase reach and richness in communication, and enable simultaneous consumption and co-
production of content.

Contextual media or ubimedia is a concept where media files are embedded in everyday objects and
the environment. This facilitates easy access and storage of, e.g. text, video and audio related to the
physical object in question (Kaasinen et al., 2010). Contextual social media is characterised by:

It is created and shared within a user group
The relevance of the information is assessed based on peer feedback (likings) and the social
media reputation of the information provider
The information is connected to a certain context such as the machine to be repaired
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In our interviews with maintenance technicians, user initiated knowledge sharing was often
described. The technicians for instance described how they often write down notes for the next
maintenance visit e.g. on the cover of the machine to be repaired. The notes may indicate special
conditions that should be taken into account, such as “due to the humidity of this environment,
instead of manual recommended settings, these are better:” The notes serve both the maintenance
person him/herself for the next visit as well as his/her colleagues.

These interviews encouraged us to try out a completely new approach for collecting tacit knowledge
among maintenance workers, Augmented Reality Social Media (AR SoMe). The AR SoMe
application bears a strong resemblance to physical post-its and notes, however at the same time
providing a direct link to digital reporting and information sharing systems. Similar augmented
SoMe applications have previously been introduced in research (e.g. Langlotz et al., 2012) and also
commercially in the consumer domain, e.g. WikiTude (city info, points-of-interest) and Tagxy
(consumer goods), but not in industrial context.

The user feedback to the AR SoMe concept has been very encouraging, even if the evaluations by
now are only based on concept descriptions.  In the following we describe VTT’s AR SoMe
solution that will be piloted in DIMECC S-STEP program. We then describe the initial feedback
from maintenance personnel based on a focus group where AR SoMe and many other knowledge
sharing solution concepts were assessed by maintenance professionals.

AR SOME SOLUTION

The AR SoMe technical implementation is based ALVAR, a 3D tracking SDK developed by VTT;
see http://virtual.vtt.fi/virtual/proj2/multimedia/alvar/mobile/index.html. Among other features,
ALVAR can be used to recognize target objects based on one or more reference images. The
reference images can also be used for tracking the camera’s position so that it is possible to
augment virtual content to the target object in the live video view, e.g. on camera phone or tablet.

The AR SoMe application assigns each target object a unique hashtag (e.g. #AR5673fd12c2095).
New target objects can be created simply by taking one or more reference images of the target.
When the same object is viewed again, the software recognizes it by comparing the visual
appearance to the reference frames and returns the associated hashtag.

Social media messages are attached to an object by including the detected hashtag to the message.
When viewing the target object with the AR SoMe application, the user automatically sees the
attached posts and can add new posts to the object. The messages can be browsed in AR view , or
searched without video view using more traditional text interface.

AR SoMe can use traditional social media sites like Twitter of Facebook, but it works just as well
for any messaging platform, including chat rooms that are internal for the company. The messages
can be categorized and moderated on the server, e.g. automatically created hashtags be given more
meaningful names, and the material can be collected to further handbooks etc. The hashtags may
connect the content to just a specific maintenance target or a machine type, or they can be utilised to
follow globally the tacit knowledge that is gradually been gathered.

http://virtual.vtt.fi/virtual/proj2/multimedia/alvar/mobile/index.html.


Figure 1. Concept image: accessing contextual social media in a maintenance task by means of
object detection and Augmented Reality.

USER FEEDBACK

The evaluations took place at Konecranes with a focus group that consisted of four maintenance
professionals as well as design team members. All the maintenance professionals had long work
history in different maintenance positions, and three of them were currently in managerial positions.

We presented the AR SoMe concept to the participants with a video that illustrated using AR SoMe
in office environment; see https://youtu.be/-soabHbUzwM. Even if the environment was different
from an industrial one, the participants easily understood the concept and could imagine using it in
maintenance context.

The professionals liked the idea and the possibility to share not only text but also video or voice
messages. They saw that contextual social media could network maintenance technicians in a
natural way, and could replace separate networking applications that have not been well adopted at
work place:

”You could easily see that Matias from Sweden knows how to change XYZ (a spare part)”

SoMe data could complement official maintenance documentation with practical knowledge from
the field. The professionals also realized that the knowledge could serve not only the maintenance
object but also similar objects elsewhere:

”Someone could tweet on the brakes that these settings work well in here, and another
technician could see the advice augmented on similar set of brakes right away”

The professionals saw that the AR SoMe concept would facilitate getting actual feedback from the
field. Currently the feedback is unconnected, AR SoMe could facilitate integrated information and
connecting the information to relevant maintenance targets.  The concept could activate technicians
to become active information producers instead of passive information users.

“That is where the actual information is, not on the designer’s table.”

https://youtu.be/-soabHbUzwM.


The professionals suggested that the hashtag could also inform who should be informed about the
message, e.g., #safety or #quality. In this way the message could reach also the official
organization.

The professionals pointed out the threat that the shared information may be wrong. A technician
may believe that he knows the issue and may unintentionally share wrong advice. However, they
thought that the network will help in assessing the information:

“When you know the guy, you know to what extent you can rely on his advice”.

The professionals were a bit worried about missing some important AR SoMe information:

”What if I do not notice the AR SoMe info”
 ”When going to the crane, do I have to study it thoroughly just to make sure that I do not
miss any embedded messages?”

CONCLUSIONS

The overall objective for Konecranes in the DIMECC S-STEP research program has been to
improve service visits’ efficiency by identifying equipment and system with the help of Augmented
Reality. We have identified content production as one of the main challenges in AR based
maintenance support. AR SoMe provides a promising platform and process for creating AR content
and turning technicians from content consumers into content creators.

Real-time tracking provides means to study the benefits of contextual information and support for
technicians to carry out their tasks. Service technicians welcome technology and new solutions that
make their work easier and more effective. Easier and more focused  reporting is a welcome goal
for them as well.
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